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PREFACE 

An idea comes to life only when people believe in it-
a project can be successful only when people will work 
for it. Jeanne Adams Wray 

The Greenbelt Project of the Stillwater Arts and Humanities Council 

is an example of an idea that a group of citizens believe in so strongly 

that they have contributed months of planning and many hours of volunteer 

labor. The result has been a plan for a parks system that can preserve 

the natural beauty of the creeks which are our··e":t,t:~lr .he.rita-gi!"and en .. 

hance the quality of life for all citizens of Stillwater. The present 

study deals with the events during the period May, 1970, to May, 1971, 

which led to the development of a Greenbelt Concept for Stillwater, 

Oklahoma. 

The project was made ea.sier by having the support of a number of 

university professors and their students in Architecture, Landscape 

Design, Sociology, Housing and Interior Design, Zoology, and Biology, 

many of whom are cited in the body of this work. However, other people 

deserve special mention. 

I want to acknowledge John Head and Jeanne Wray as advisers to the 

Greenbelt Corrnnittee. Their counsel was invaluable to the author. Mrs. 

Wray was responsible for spearheading the effective newspaper publicity 

and was the author of many of the newspaper articles that were instru-

mental in making "Greenbelt" a household word in Stillwater. Her friend-

ship to the author and support of the project are irreplaceable. 
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I also appreciate the support and direction given by my adviser, 

Mrs. Christine F. Salmon, Associate Professor of Housing and Interior 

Design. It was her foresight that initiated student involvement in the 

projecc; her influence is apparent throughout the study. 

Appreciation is also expressed to my committee members, Dr. Florence 

McKinney, Professor and Head of the Department of Housing and Interior 

Design, and Professor Larry Perkins of Sociology. Professor McKinney's 

suggestions and criticisms were most helpful in the writing of this 

thesis. Professor Perkins contributed materially to the development of 

the study by integrating the Greenbelt Concept into his Sociology classes. 

The preliminary steps leading to the Greenbelt Concept were made 

easier by the cooperation and encouragement given by City Manager, Larry 

Gish, and Assistant City Manager, Lloyd Harrell. 

The Board of City Commissioners of Stillwater should also be com~ 

mended for demonstrating their interest in the quality of our environment 

by their approval ot and continued support of the Greenbelt Concept. 

Finally, this thesis is dedicated to my husband, Robert, who is my 

constant source of strength and inspiration, and our daughter, Jennifer, 

for whom I hope the greenbelt will become a reality. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The population of a city consists of a multitude of in
dividuals, each of whom has an equal obligation to keep the 
community in order. The subject at hand, therefore, concerns 
not only professional planners and civic authorities, but 
every dweller in the community. This later thought must be 
strongly emphasized because of the fact that only little can 
be accomplished in civic improvement, unless the people of 
towns and cities themselves, individually and collectively, 
contribute their positive support.l 

The history of greenbelts can be traced back to the time of Leonardo 

da Vinci. In the book, Garden Cities£!_ Tomorrow, Lewis Mumford states 

that 

At the beginning of the twentieth century two great in~ 
ventions took form before our eyes: the aeroplane and the 
Garden City, both harbingers of a new age: the first gave 
man wings and the second promised him a better dwelling. 
place when he came down to earth. Both inventions had Ol:'ig .. 
inally been conceived by that brilliant, many-sided techni
cian, Leonardo da Vinci; for he not merely studied the flight 
of birds to good purpose but proposed to abate the congestion 
and squalor of Milan by building a group of ten cities of five 
thousand houses, limited to thirty thousand inhabitants each, 
cities which, in another place, he proposed to design with a 
complete separation of pedestrian and horse traffic, and with 
gardens attached to a municipal irrigation system.2 

Today we find our urban areas facing numerous problems including 

the acquisition and use of both private and public lands to provide out-

1Eliel Saarinen, The City (New York, 1943), p. xi. 

2 Ebenezer Howard, Garden Cities of To-Morrow (London, ~CMXLV), 
P• 29. 
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door recreation in urban areas. Perhaps the most important kind of rec

reation is the kind that people find in their everyday lives, 3 Distant 

parks and national preserves are important but the basic needs of pre .. 

serving our surrounding enviromnent and providing outdoor recreation can-

not be met outside the connnunity. The current national interest in 

ecology has led many people to question whether or not there will be any 

woods or streams left for the next generation to enjoy. Will our streams 

be lined with concrete and our trees destroyed? What we do today will 

determine the type of enviromnent our children will inherit. 

Whyte 4 in his book, The~ Landscape, says that to bring people 

into contact with open spaces requires a definite design; not necessarily 

one that comes from a drafting table with its order and synnnetry, but 

one that nature has provided. The designer must look at the ground. 

Form and order should come from the pattern that has been formed by 

years of rain and wind. Form and order are found in the land itself, 

the pattern of the soil, tree lines and streams. It is advocated that 

stream valleys be secured as soon as possible for 

where the water flows, the positive benefits of open spaces are 
the clearest. Along the drainage network we can invoke the 
maximum overlay of benefits, for the land h most necessary 
for flood control, the conservation of water resources tends 
to be on the land that is most suitable for recreation and that 
is the most beautiful. If we follow this track in our. open 
space planning, we are at once securing ~he prime lands and the 
lands which give linkage and continuity. 

With these thoughts in.rtund,concerned local citizens of Stillwater, 

. 3William H. Whyte, Cluster Development (New York, 1964), p. 7. 

4William H. Whyte; ~~Landscape (Garden City, New York, 
1968), p. 180. 

5Ibid., p. 181. 



Oklahoma, took upon themselves the task of presel;'Ving the local creek 

areas, seeking to serve a twofold purpose of providing recreation and 

flood control. This was done with the realization that Stillwater has 

a st:t·eam area that needs to be saved--that there is a natural pattern 

already extant for the development of a greenbelt for Stillwater. Be-

lieving strongly that they could make a positive contribution to the 

city, these citizens fonned a Greenbelt Committee in the slUll!ller oi 1970 

to study the possibility of a comprehensive parks plan for the City of 

Stillwater. 

This thesis deals with the study c1nd evaluation of a "Greenbelt 

Project" in Stillwater, Oklahoma, in which a group of citizens are at-

t~mpting to preserve and develop the naturally occurring areas for rec-

3 

reation in the community. The purposes of this study were to record the 

events between May, 1970, and May, 1971, which led to the development of 

a Greenbelt Concept for Stillwater, Oklahoma, and,:5:in;:patttctula.r.~·;to ·.: , 

present plans .wh:ten· .. ;:wer.e )evolved for preservation and ;~t~yelopinent ~~' 
natural areas and recreation facilities and on the degree to which a 

group of citizens can initiate one phase of a city plan. 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORY OF GREENBELTS 

Any study of the history of greenbelts leads to the name of Ebenezer 

Howard who is credited with conceiving and developing, at the turn of the 

century, the English green bel;ts arid gal'l,den;:tro~s.J :~n. .E~glarid, green 

belt is defined as "a large swath of permanent open space surrounding a 

town or city, 112 the main purpose being to contain the city and channel 

future growth. However, Whyte. states that in the United States green 

belt refers to any type of open space. Howard wanted greatly for the 

English people to be able to use and enjoy such greenbelt lands. The 

idea of containment of cities to check future growth has historically 

permeated English thinking. The planners of Howard's time proposed to 

encircle London so that future growth would have to jump the circle of 

green surrounding London and form new "sattelite towns." However, there 

were two different schools of thought· on the purpqse of green belts. 

One group was concerned with recreation, amenity, and agriculture. 

Howard, Sir Raymond Unwin3 and others advocated the above uses. 

1A Garden City is a town designed for healthy living and industry; 
of a size that makes possible a full measure of social life, but not 
larger; surrounded by a rural belt; the whole of the land being in public 
ownership or held in trust for the community. Howard chose the term as 
meaning as much a city in a garden-.. that is surrounded by beautiful 
country--as a city of gardens. Howard, p. 26. 

2 
Whyte,, The ~ Landscape, p. 152,. 

3Ibid., p. 153. 
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4 Unwin proposed in 1932 the purchase of land fo1; public use, easily ac~ 

cessible to built-up areas, not a continuous belt but circular in pattern 

and following the drainage network. The 1938 Green Belt· Act5 provided 

fo_r the purchase or control of 38,000 acres in Londc;>n of such land. 

A second school of thought developed after World War II when London 

experienced a large population and industrial growth. Sir Patrick 

6 Abercrombie developed a plan consisting of a series of concentric rings 

around London with the green belt r~g five miles deep designed to sepa~ 

rate the inner part of London from the outer or country areas. The pur-

pose was to halt any further growth in London and force new towns to be 

formed outside London as the need arose. The Town and Country Act of 

7 
1947 provided for the freezing of green belt land (now widened to six 

to ten miles deep) against future growth. However, the act provided for 

very little land to actually be purchased. The purposes of the green 

belt as stated by the Minister of Housing and Local Government in London 

are "(1) to check further growth of u~ban areas, (2) to prevent neigh· 

boring towns from merging, and (3) to pre:serve the special character of 

towns. 118 The use of the land for recr·eation was stated as desirable but 

not considered a major purpose. By 1959 the London green belt was a 

reality. 

The London green belt land is essentially intact. However, pres-

4Ibid., P• 153. 

5Ibid., P• 154. 

6 154. Ibid., P• 

7Ibid., P• 155. 

8rbid., p~ 156. 
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sures are rising to ~elease some of the land for development as the busi-

ness concentration in London increases. Also, much of the parkland with-

in the green belt is not easily accessible. While there is much beauty 

in the English green belt, it cannot easily be seen by driving along the 

main roads. Few people actually drive down the lesser roads where the 

truly beautiful areas are located. 

Whyte. sumtnarizes the lesson to be learned from the English green 

belt as "that open space has to have a positive function. It will not 

remain open if it does not. People must be able to do things on it or 

with it--at the very least, to be able to look at it. 119 

Ebenezer Howard was influenced in his thinking about garden cities 

by his visits to the United States where new towns were being built on 

10 new lands. He saw great opportunities for new beginnings. 

His first Garden City at Letchworth,started in 1902,sought to bring 

town and country together to show the attraction of both when combined. 

In Howard's book, Garden Cities of To .. Morrow, he states that "human ---------
11 society and the beauty of nature are meant to be enjoyed together." 

Howard not only studied the physical layout of Letchworth but showed how 

much it would cost to build and maintain it. 

Architects Sir Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker were the planners of 

Letchworth. The town was "a combination of landscaping, informal street 

layout to suit topography, and a main axis focusing on a town center. 

9 
Ibid., p. 162. 

lOHoward, PP• 29 .. 30. 

11Ibid., p. 48. 
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Sports field, a train station, houses,,. and factot:ies were all included. 1112 

A second Garden City, Welwyn, was started in 1920 and is considered 

to be "more successful than Letchworth in terms of Howard's original 

13 
concept." 

Essentially, planners today are trying to do just what Howard said 

There are in reality, not only, as is so constantly assum~d, 
two alternatives--town life and country life--but a third al
ternative in which all the advantages of the most energetic 
and active town life, with all the beauty and dN.ight of the 
country, may be secured in perfect combination. · 

Garden cities and greenbelts of the Howard type are described below. 

Greenbelt, Maryland 

This greenbelt city, planned by Hale Walker, is the result of a 

project of the 1930 1 s New Deal era. 

The Greenbelt project was undertaken primarily to provide con
structive work for persons on unemployment relief and to sup
ply adequate housing acconnnodations fgr families of moderate 
income at rentals they could afford. 

It encompassed the garden city idea of large-scale towns and country 

planning. 

Radburn, New Jersey 

Radburn, a greenbelt conununity located outside New Yotk .Qity.; was , 

12Paul D. Spreiregen, Urban Design: ~ Architecture of Towns 
and Cities (New York, 1965), p. 36. 

13Ibid., p. 37. 

14 Howard, p. 45. 

15 George A. Warner, Greenbelt: !h2_ Cooperative Con;u;nunity (New York, 
19 54) , p. 211. 
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designed by Wright and Stein and built in the late twenties but never 

really completed due to the depression. Spre.iregin states that "it is 

one of the most important designs ever conceived for the modern resi-

d . l . ..16 entia conununity. Radburn incorporated Howard's idea of industries 

located within the town to create jobs for the residents. As new in-

dustries made new jobs available, more houses would be built in cluster-

type communities. Spre.iregin further states the "Radburn idea was to 

create a series of superblocks, each around an open green with the greens 

themselves interconnected. 1117 Pathways for pedestrian use located within 

the greens lead to schools and shops and cross over or under streets. 

The houses were arranged in cul·de-sac clusters. 

The above were cities originally planned and developed around a 

greenbelt concept. With this background of garden cities knowledge can 

be applied to the development of greenbelts or open space programs 

around existing cities. 

Whyte aptly states that with a limited amount of land, more people 

to be housed, more industries to be built, we should not forget to ac-

quire the smaller open spaces. "The kind we should save first is the 

kind that is most useful to people--the spaces that are closest to 

th 1118 em. 

Reston, Virginia 

This new town development located outside Washington, D. c., is 

16spreiregen, p. 40. 

17Ibid., p. 40. 

18 
Whytet-:. ~ ~ Landscape, p. 163. 
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an example of a sattelite town and is noteworthy for several reasons. 

The planners, Whittlesey and Conklin, have taken great care to design 

the development to follow the natural terrain of the area. Most of the 

woods and streams have been left so that there is much open space. Many 

of the creek banks have been firmed up with natural plantings rather 

than lining them with concrete. 19 

Boulder, Colorado 

Boulder, Colorado, is engaged in a greenbelt project to save the 

mountain backdrop for the city and the natural wilderness areas in and 

around the city. All bodies of water in Boulder are included in the 

project. Park areas are designed or located so as to be accessible to 

almost everyone living in the community. 

Certain unique aspects of the implementation of the Boulder green-

belt bear mentioning. Citizens of Boulder have already endorsed a pro-

gram which would increase taxes. (A one cent sales tax increase was 

earmarked to cover street improvements £60"/J and greenbelt [40"/$?of/the . 

tota!]!) "Although the people voiced enthusiasm for the greenbelt pro-

gram from the start, a comprehensive promotional campaign was needed to 

make all aspects of the plan known and to win support for the necessary 

tax increase. 1120 Talks accompanied by slides were presented to fifty~ 

two organizations in the community. The League of Women Voters held 

coffees within each precinct to inform people of the Boulder greenbelt 

program. A citizens committee organized telephone callers to inform 

20 "The Greenbelt Concept," Colorado Municipal;i.ties, Vol. 44, No. 5 
(May, 1968), P• 108. 
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the people, distributed literature and bumper stickers, and organized 

press releases. "The people, without a doubt, were consulted about the 

program. And this probably had a great bearing on its success. 1121 

The citizens of Boulder want to keep their city as free from city 

congestion as possible~ By engaging in an open space program, the re

maining land will be more valuable and serve to act as a buffer zone 

between residential and industrial areas and between different types of 

industrial areas. 

The greenbelt plan includes 18,900 acres in all of which 5,700 

acres have been obtained. Priorities are being set on obtaining the 

land as money becomes available. The project is scheduled for comple

tion in 1985. 

21 Ibid., p. 109. 



CHAPTER III 

PROJECT CHRONOLOGY 

The history of a Greenbelt Project for Stillwater, Oklahoma, is a 

story of concerned citizens and their efforts to actualize their project. 

The people involved are a composite of university faculty, students, and 

townspeople, and the description of their efforts requires mentioning of 

individual names as will become apparent in subsequent paragraphs. 

The possibility of developing a greenbelt for Stillwater, Oklahoma, 

was originally suggested to one of the Stillwater.Arts and Humanities 

Council members by a local man, John Head, who saw it as a logical pro-

ject for sponsorship by the Council. The author first learned of the 

idea of a greenbelt for Stillwater at the May, 1970, meeting of the 

Stillwater Arts and Humanities Council. At that May meeting the Council 

gave its approval for the formation of a Greenbelt Committee and the 

author volunteered to serve as a committee member. The present chapter 

deals with the evolution of a Greenbelt Concept for the City of Still-

water in the period 1970-1971. 

The original Stillwater Greenbelt Committee consisting of five 

people had its first meeting in June, 1970, to formulate ideas and plans 

for the greenbelt. From that meeting came a document listing objectives 

for the project which has served as a basis for all future writings and 

studies. The document states in part 

that the intent of the Greenbelt Committee is to study the 
feasibility of utilizing what is now termed 'flood plain' 

11 



and adjacent areas in Stillwater for beautification and a 
usable park system. At the present time, the natural water .. 
way running through the city presents three logical sites 
suitable for an excellent network of parks. The first area 
runs from the south side of Boomer Lake Dam to Husband Street 
following East Boomer Creek. The second area is from the 
railroad tracks on East Boomer Creek to Sixth Street. The 
third area is from Highway 51 (West Sixth Street beyond 
Western) to Highway 177 (South Main Street and East 19th 
Avenue) along S·tillwater Creek. 

The Greenbelt Committee had as its goal to provide a basic study 

for a comprehensive parks plan for the City of Stillwater which would, 

on a larger scale, constitute a major civic project for the people of 

Stillwater. The comm~ttee's views coincide with Mayor John Lindsay's 

of New York City who, in reflecting his thoughts on cities and urban 

environment, states that 

we cannot plan for the citizenry unless we plan with them, 
unless we are will::lng to give to individuals, to neighborhoods 
and to communities the power to be heard and the power to 
challenge, the power most of all to decide, to the greatest 
possible extent, what their communities will look like and 
how they will function.1 

In a small way, this is what the committee wanted to do •••• to have the 

chance to help enhance the quality of life and environment for Stillwater. 

Definite steps in the development of a Greenbelt Concept for Still-

water began to take form in the sununer, 1970. The first week in July, 

1970, the author enrolled in a class in Housing and Government at Okla-

homa State University. One aspect of the course was the study of the 

Department of Housing and Urban Development and its operations. In a 

conversation with the class professor, Mrs. Christ·ine, Salmo~, :the author 

related the greenbelt story and discussed the possibilities of using it 

for a future class project. The professor agreed that this topic was 

1 John V. Lindsay, "The Conspiracy Against American Cities," 
Redbook Magazine, 135 (October, 1970), p. 158. 
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appropriate for this class since the Department of Housing and Urban 

Development not only had programs dealing with housing but that it also 

had programs dealing with open spaces as related to housing. 

One class requirement was to have an outside project involving the 

use of some Housing and Urban Development program. The author felt that 

the Greenbelt Project could certainly benefit from student studies and 

the students would be provided with a worthwhile project. Therefore, 

the project was presented to the class and volunteer workers were sought. 

Ebenezer Howard stated that 

among the greatest needs of man and of society today, as 
at all times, are these: a worthy aim and opportunity to 
realize it; work and ends worth working for. All that a man 
is, and all that he may become, is summed up in his aspira
tions, and this is no less true of society than of the in
dividual. 2 

No statement could more appropriately sum up what happened in class that 

day. To the author and six other students3 the Greenbelt Project pre-

sented a worthy aim and an opportunity to realize it. This was, in the 

author's opinion, one of the key steps in the development of the Green~ 

belt Concept as it has progressed to date. Not only did these students 

provide the study with essential information, but they provided the 

author with the strength to carry the project to its future objectives. 

After class that day, the six students toured the Stillwater creek 

areas to become more familiar with the landscape. Shortly thereafter, 

the group met with the Acting City Planner for the City of Stillwater, 

Don Paul, who outlined the first steps to take in order to arrive at 

2 Howard, p. 128. 

3Jan Filtz, Martin Jantz, Karl Kuhlman, Curt Nolan, John Reed, and 
Dennis Wall. 



some .basic planning for the Greenbelt. His suggestions included: 

1. Calculation of density of population based on 1980 

projection. 

2. Identification of existing parks and open spaces as 

listed in the comprehensive plan for the City of 

Stillwater. 

3. Identification of land ownership and evaluation along 

creek areas. 

14 

Accomplishing the above items would first, furnish information as to 

where the population centers would be at the time a greenbelt could be

come a reality in Stillwater; second, the location of the existing parks 

would be known so that their relation to the population could be better 

visualized; and third, knowledge would be gained regarding the ownership 

of proposed greenbelt land. 

The City Planning Office at the City Hall became a classroom for 

those involved and day-long sessions were held. Facilities and informa

tion were made available for this study. 

Having acctunulated the information suggested by the Acting City 

Planner, the students transferred the information to maps of Stillwater. 

From this it became apparent that there were in Stillwater eight logical 

"nodal" areas along the creeks. (In this study nodal area refers to 

an activity center.) Each student was assigned an area to develop and 

was responsible for planning the activities in that area. 

Based on a study of the nature of the areas, what is presently in 

each area, what is known of future plans, and population density, these 

eight nodal areas and their possible uses are as follows: 

1. North of Boomer Lake - This area was envisioned as 



a possible wildlife reserve incorporating compatible 

activities such as canoeing, walking, and paddle 

boating. 

2. Boy Scout Area South of Lakeview Street - Conditions 

in this area are such that nature identification 

trails, an amphitheater north of the high school with 

outdoor art gallery, and natural-type playground area 

with reflecting pool are appropriate activities. 

3. Recreation Park .. A park containing colorful modular 

playground equipment, wading pool, and···.fot>tpiaths to meet 

the needs of the high concentration of people in 

mobile homes is a prime consideration for this loca

tion. 

4. Downtown Park (located south of present City Hall) -

A park located here needs to incorporate needs of the 

elderly with many spaces for sitting, and a pavilion 

with coffee room for meetings. Attention was focused 

on the possibility of locating a temporary museum 

site in this area. The old Santa Fe station and 

armory were found to be logical possibilities. 

5. Couch Park - Improvement and development of existing 

facilities is the main concern for this nodal area. 

6. Southeast Section of Stillwater Creek - A youth 

activity park with riding stables is considered 

desirable for this location. 

7. Southcentral Section of Stillwater Creek - Footpaths, 

bicycle trails, picnicking all lend themselves to the 

15 



natural conditions of this area and are thought to be 

the most suitable activities in this location. 

8. Stillwater Creek by Highway 51 - An arboretum encom-

passing the natural beauty of this setting is en-

visioned for this area. 

A continuous bicycle path along Boomer Creek was deemed desirable 

as was a bridle trail along the south side of Stillwater Creek. The 

bridle trails and bicycle paths could serve to bind the nodal areas as 

suggested by Whyte when he states that 

by linking open spaces, we 
than the sum of the parts. 
that the parts come first. 
own right. 

can achieve a whole that is better 
But it is important to remember 
Each has to be functional in its 

Thus the group of students had expanded the original concept of 

16 

three areas to eight areas which would permit formation of a continuous 

green link beginning at the north end of Boomer Lake and extending to 

several areas south of Highway 51. (See Figure 1.) 

One student in the group undertook the task of further securing 

land ownership and land assessment information of the creek areas. The 

information was obtained from the files in the County Assessor's Office. 

The information was transferred to an overlay map designating private, 

city, and state ownership. 

Another phase of this study was to prepare an overlay map on an 

aerial photograph of Stillwater showing the flood plain along both creeks 
. 5 

and U. S. Army Corps of Engineers improvements for Boomer Creek. 

4 
Whyte, .!E!:, ~ Landscape, p. 179. 

5netailed Project Report, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, March, 
1969. 
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Having assembled the information described above, the author pre-

sented the results of these studies to the July, 1970, meeting of the 

Stillwater Arts and Humanities Council and sought their guidance as to 

the next step. The Council at that meeting gave the Greenbelt Committee 

approval to approach the Stillwater City Commission with the idea of 

developing the Greenbelt Concept for Stillwater. As a result, a written 

request was made by the Greenbelt Committee for permission to appear 

before the Board of City Commissioner's for the purpose of presenting 

these ideas for a Greenbelt Concept for Stillwater. 

On July 27, 1970, Acting City Planner and a member of the Greenbelt 

Committee presented the Greenbelt Concept to the city commissioners. 

The information presented to the commissioners was essentially that com-

piled by the students in the summer Housing and Government class. Those 

presenting the data requested that the presentation by them go into the 

commission record as an information item only. No action was asked of 

the commissioners but a request was made that the committee be allowed 

to return in November, 1970, to present further information on the pro-

ject and, perhaps, request action by the city at that time. 

The City Manager 1 s comments in reference to the presentation were 

noted in the July 28, 1970, issue of the Stillwater News-Press and states 

in part 

many Big Eight cities already have such Greenbelts •••• such a 
plan is possible if the community gets behind i:t. With con
struction booming all round Stillwater, this Greenbelt cguld 
provide 'outdoor activities I right in the heart of town. · 

In a personal communication dated October 2, 1970, Stillwater 1 s 

Mayor, the late Wilson Bentley, made the following statements: 

6Stillwater ~-Press, July 28, 1970, p. 1. 



In a recent session which I had with City Manager Larry Gish 
and Assistant City Manager Lloyd Harrell, the project was 
discussed. We all agreed that the Greenbelt Concept is a 
very desirable activity which could do great things for the 
connnunity. We all agreed that we should give the project 
a high priority in our thinking, planning, and actions. 

The summer session of the Housing and Government class ended with 

the presentation to the connnissioners on July 27, 1970; however, the 

students continued to work on the Greenbelt Project during the subse-
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quent vacation period. Two of the students skilled in photography took 

slides of the Stillwater creek areas, depicting both the beautiful and 

the polluted sections of the creek. These slides were designed to 

furnish information for promotional purposes. 

By late summer, 1970, the Greenbelt Committee had begun to receive 

requests for speakers to appear before various civic groups. As a 

result a speakers bureau was formed. The slides were intended to be 

used by these speakers to inform the citizens of Stillwater about the 

pollution of local creeks and the evidences of dumping that the students 

had found as well as to demonstrate to the people what could be done to 

the creeks if a Greenbelt Concept was implemented. 

The students continued their work and prepared overlay maps in-

eluding development of maps to show the existing tree li.ne along :the 

creeks 1 the first step toward the site planning that is needed for the 

proposed parks system. 

During August, the Greenbelt Committee had several planning sessions 

to develop definite goals and means for accomplishing them. The goals 

were stated in the August-September, 1970, Progress Report of the Green-

belt Connnittee: 

1. to discover ways to fund both immediate and anticipated 

operating expenses of the committee; 



2. to cement ties with and provide up-to-date briefing 

for the city administration; 

3. to seek out long-range funding possibilities from 

private foundations; 

4. to coordinate the greenbelt plan with the U. S. Army 

Corps of Engineers' plan for Stillwater and Boomer 

Creeks; 

5. to prepare materials and solicit personnel for a 

Greenbelt Speakers· Group to make appearances before 

civic and service clubs. 
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In August, Steve Ownby, an Assistant Professor of Horticulture at 

Oklahoma State University, whose .. professioµ is landscape architect,-· 

was introduced to the project and agreed to join the fast-growing group 

of greenbelt volunteers. In the author's opinion, his professional 

knowledge, ability to lead student workers, and sincere dedication to 

the Greenbelt Concept, was a vital factor in leading the project to its 

present status. 

In September,the author, at her adviser's suggestion, enrolled in 

an Urban Sociology class at Oklahoma State University. The professor 

in charge of the class, Dr. Larry Perkins, was immediately interested 

and enthusiastic about the Greenbelt Project. With his approval and 

encouragement, the author solicited volunteers from this class to work 

further on the Greenbelt Project. Several architecture students ex

pressed interest and were assigned to work with Professor Ownby and 

other students to develop site analyses for selected nodal areas along 

the greenbelt. Professor Ownby furnished the students with.a checklist 

of important factors to be considered in site analyses. (See Appendix A.) 



Nodal areas 3, Recreation Park; 4, Downtown Park by City Hall; and 5, 

Couch Park, were selected for initial attention. 
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An explanation as to why these nodal areas (Recreation Park, Down

town Park, and Couch Park) were chosen for development of a site analysis 

rather than some other areas is detailed in the following paragraph. 

The City of Stillwater, seeking to alleviate the flooding potential 

of 1957 and 1959, asked the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers both in 1957 

and again in 1959 to undertake a study of a f;lood control project for 

Stillwater. After the flood of 1959 the project was undertaken. The 

subsequent U. S. Army Corps of Engineers' plan for flood control along 

Boomer Creek focused attention upon these three nodal areas. 

The results of this study are published in the Detailed Project 

Report of March, 1969. The city then made a commitment (through a city

wide bond election) of a million dollars with another million coming from 

the Corps of Engineers to carry out the project as outlined in the Corps' 

report. 

In August, Professor Ownby found a letter in the Detailed Project 

Report from the Stillwater Director of Community Development dated 

December 4, 1968, stating it would not be feasible for the City of Still

water to consider any recreational development as part of this project. 

However, the Greenbelt Committee studies had indicated that rec

reation should and could definitely be a part of the flood control pro

ject. After checking with the Corps of Engineers, Professor Ownby 

learned that a letter from the city would authorize the Corps to come 

back and reassess their previous conclusion. The committee then had 

a meeting with the city manager who agreed to write the letter with the 

approval of the city commissioners. The letter dated August 24, 1970, 



states in partg 

along the upper reaches of West Boomer Creek, there are some 
substantial questions as to whether or not recreational de-. 
velopment is feasible, but upon further analysis and review, 
we feel there are definite possibilities along the lower 
portion, and certainly all of Main Boomer Creek for recrea
tional development. Inasmuch as detailed construction plans 
are just now beginning to be prepared, we are hopeful that an 
analysis of recreational needs can be made without delaying 
the project substantially. 

Please accept this letter as a request from the City of 
Stillwater that you make proper recreational studies along 
this proposed improvement. 

The Greenbelt Committee felt that it would be disastrous to let 

the Corps carry out their previous plans and then try to rectify at a 

later date what they had done. Whyte has similarly stated that "The 
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less of our landscape there is to save, the better our chances of saving 

it. It is a shame we have to lose so much land to learn the lesson, but 

desecreation does seem a prerequisite for action. 7 

The fact is well recognized that Stillwater does have a flood 

problem. In a speech given to a local civic group, Professor Ownby 

stated that 

we want to provide flood control and green spaces at the same 
time along with land development. Much of the land in question, 
that near the creeksii is unsuitable for construction and would 
be ideal for green places.a 

At the same time, other students in the Urban Sociology class had 

developed a questionnaire and were conducting an interview schedule for 

the following purposesg 

1. to detennine recreational interests of people 

in a given area, and 

7 
Whyte, The~ Landscape, p. 2. 

8Stillwater News-Press, November 20, 1970, p. 7. 



2. to coordinate available recreational facilities with 

future planned activities. 

A survey was conducted in an area from Tenth to Fifteenth Streets 

and from Washington to Main Streets. A total of one hundred and one 

families were interviewed with the following results: 

1. there is a definite interest in recreational 

facilities by all age groups, and 

2. knowledge of existing facilities is not well known. 

The questionnaire employed by these students is included as Ap

pendix B. 
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At the same time the Urban Sociology students were working on the 

project, a second group of greenbelt volunteers had been recrui.ted from 

the 1970 fall semester class in Housing and Government, the course that 

had provided the original workers during the summer session. As part of 

their brochure development, letters of endorsement were obtained from 

leaders in the community as well as from civic groups. These endorse

ments are in Appendix C. 

Also during this fall semester, 1970, a zoology professor, Dr. Jack 

Barclay, had assigned some of his students to do a wildlife resources 

survey in connection with the Greenbelt Project. Appendix D includes a 

reproduction of the outline submitted by this group to help in defining 

some of the basic ecological considerations required in the development 

of comprehensive open space programs. 

This group also submitted a research proposal on the Greenbelt 

Concept under projects sponsored by the Student-Originated Studies Pro

gram of the National Science Foundation. The proposal asked for support 

of fourteen students through the summer during which time the students 



wouldg 

1. conduct a thorough analysis of pollution problems 

on East Boomer Creek, and 

2. conduct an intensive survey and evaluation of the 

biological communities, their components, and 

general .. health of the ecosystems involved. 
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The proposal ultimately received an honorable mention citation from 

the National Science Foundation. A copy of the letter from the National 

Science Foundation is also in Appendix D. 

During the fall semester, 1970, the author also contacted the 

School of Architecture at Oklahoma State University to request they ap

prove a greenbelt competition to be held as an outside-of-class project 

for the students in the School of Architecture. The author's idea was 

that such a competition could provide the possible development of nodal 

area one located north of Boomer Lake. Professor Dave Metzer, of the 

School of Architecture, agreed to conduct the competition with the 

sanction of the Head of the School. A copy of the competition announce

ment is shown i.n Appendix E. First and second place prize money was 

contributed by two local businesses. Photographs of the first place 

scale model and a watercolor sketch of the second place winner are also 

included in Appendix E. 

By November of 1970, the Greenbelt Committee thought they had 

developed sufficient information based on the work of the members of 

the project and other interested parties to approach the city commission 

of Stillwater and request that they take action regarding implementation 

of the Greenbelt Project. This presentation took place on November 30, 

1970. The introduction was made by the author as chairman of the 
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project. Details of the Greenbelt Concept were then presented by Steve 

Ownby who discussed materials developed by the project members to date 

and gave his interpretation of them, which included a slide presentation 

of the areas along the creeks for possible development, the maps and 

models developed. Specific material covered during the presentation is 

discussed below. 

The first area described was nodal area 3 which is the area of 

Recreation Park. For this nodal area the flood plain was shown to the 

commissioners in the form of Figure 2 and illustratesg 

a. standard project flood (65 year flood) 

b. 100 year flood 

This figure was designed to emphasize areas unsuitable for any purpose 

other than recreation. 

Figure 3 shows the nature of the soils in the area. The construc

tion limitations are shown asg 

a. severe 

b. moderate 

c. slight 

This figure was designed to show that the most desirable greenbelt or 

recreation areas were the least desirable for construction purposes. 

Figure 4 shows the natural cover and points out what land was 

alre.ady under cultivation, what was already developed for commercial 

use, and what remained for possible use in a greenbelt. 

a. natural vegetation 

b. cultivated 

c. developed area= residential, business 

Again, this figure points out that the area of natural vegetation along 
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the creek is the most desirable for greenbelt purposes and the least 

desirable for commercial development. 
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Figure 5 is an overlay map on the natural cover to show the existing 

trees along the creek. A second overlay (Figure 6) on the natural cover 

map shows the remaining trees as follows: 

a. tree cover after Corps project 

b. limits of excavation 

c. property vegetation boundary 

d. fill area 

The third overlay (Figure 7) shows the proposed Greenbelt Concept. This 

illustrates the diversion of West Boomer Creek to East Boomer Creek in 

the vicinity of Recreation Park. This will allow access from Recreation 

Park to 1Boomer Lake via East Boomer Creek and to nodal area 4 in the 

vicinity of City Hall via West Boomer Creek. 

Figure 8 shows the developmental potential for the nodal area 3 as 

follows: 

a. undevelopable 

b. development potential for residence 

c. development potential for commercial 

The purpose of this map is to show that the undevelopable areas for 

commercial or residential along the creek are the prime greenbelt lands. 

The assessed property value of the nodal area is illustrated in 

Figure 9 with the following breakdown: 

a. 0 - $999 per acre 

b. $1,000 - $5,999 per acre 

c. $6,000 - $27,000 per acre 

The purpose of this map is to illustrate that, in some cases, the green-
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belt lands are the least developable and, therefore, have the lowest 

assessed property value. 
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Figure 10 shows the perceptual study or investigation of the nodal 

area and reads as follows: 

a. location of residential areas and areas on which 

dumping occurs 

b. notation of good spots of closure (where trees 

provide good spaces) 

c. commercial location within area and user access 

(ways people could get into area) 

The purpose of the perceptual study was simply to determine the above 

listed information so that it would serve to aid in the development of 

a Greenbelt Concept. 

A composite picture or synthesis (performed by the students) of all 

factors was integrated into a final figure (Figure 11) showing the 

Greenbelt Concept with the most favorable locations for recreation 

facilities. 

Nodal areas 4 and 5 were treated in the same manner described for 

nodal area 3. Analysis was similar to that for area 3 and will not be 

presented in detail here. However, Figures 12 through 17 summarize 

graphically the analyses of areas 4 and 5. 

A slide presentation previously developed for talks to various 

groups was then shown by Professor Ownby to illustrate both beautiful 

and polluted areas of the creeks. Slides of case studies showing areas 

of pan Antonio, Muskogee, and other communities were included. 

A note of historical significance was read from the Winter, 1969-

1970 issue of Chronicles of Oklahoma in reference to Robert Cunningham's 
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book 9 Stillwater - Where Oklahoma Began. 

In spite of the disputed title, Cunningham makes a strong case 
for the claim Oklahoma did 1 begin 1 at Still Water Creek. It 
was here that William L. Couch led his 200 boomers, 60 miles· 
south from Arkansas City, on a snowy trip in December, 1884. 
This was to be the last of his great invasions. Forty-four 
days later, Colonel Edward Hatch, with 600 cavalrymen and 
two cannon, .scattered the gritty colonists back to Kansas. 
Couch made at least one more trip to the Oklahoma country; 
but it was the dust raised along Still Water Creek that 
finally forced Congress to clarify the issue and bring about 
the opening of Oklahoma to white settlement.9 

This quote serves to illustrate the strong heritage Stillwater has in 
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Oklahoma and the creeks of Stillwater have to the heritage of the town. 

Professor Ownby brought out to the connnission that this is a heritage 

we can lose by indiscriminate channelization of the creeks. 

After a brief question and answer period, the author made three 

requests of the connnissioners. They were as follows~ 

1. Approve this Greenbelt Concept. 

2. Direct the City Manager to work with U. S. Corps of 

Engineers to reach the best alternate that satisfies 

flood control and Greenbelt Concept. 

3. Direct the City Manager to begin developing a scope of 

services description for a consultant(s) and prepare 

a cost of services estimate. 

All three requests were given a "yes" vote by the connnissioners. 

The second of the above requests made by the Greenbelt Connnittee 

regarding contact with the U. S. Corps of Engineers was immediately 

acted upon. Assistant City Manager, Lloyd Harrell, who was appointed 

to act as a liasion between the city and the U. S. Corps of Engineers, 

9chron.icles of Oklahoma, ~LVII, No. 4 (Winter 1969-1970), p. 455. 
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wrote a letter dated January 7, 1971, in which he asked the Corps to 

consider the Greenbelt Concept in the flood ,control project for Boomer 

Creek. At that time a meeting was requested with the Corps either in 

Stillwater or Tulsa for the purpose of further explaining the Greenbelt 

Concept. On February 25, 1971, four officials from the Corps' office in 

Tulsa met with Stillwater city officials, connnissioners and Greenbelt 

representatives to discuss the project. After hearing an explanation of 

the Greenbelt Concept, Colonel Vernon Pinkey, Tulsa Corps district 

engineet' 9 made the following statement~ "You have some pretty detailed 

ideas. We are real happy to sit down with a group that has something 

constructive like this. 1110 The meeting resulted in authorization from 

the City Commissioners to the Corps to proceed with Boomer Creek channel 

clearing plans, possibly incorporating elements of the Greenbelt with 

the flood control work and to come back with detailed cost estimates. 

The third request made by the Greenbelt Committee of the corrunission-

ers was also acted upon. Representatives of the Greenbelt Committee and 

city officials spent the months of January, February, and March seeking 

interested consulting firms and screening applicants. 

Prior to the commission meeting where selection of a firm was to 

be app:r:oved 9 City Manager Larry Gish sent a memorandum dated May 3, 1971, 

to the commissioners recommending a consulting firm. It states in part, 

Urban Renewal, in my opinion, has the potential for 
creating the most significant changes and improvements in 
this ·city than any other project or program available to us. 
A close second, however, in my opinion, is the development of 
Stillwater Creek and Boomer Creek as a Gre~nbelt-controlled 
environment area. Development of this concept will cost a 
lot of money, but it can become the thing which would set 
Stillwater apart from other-communities in Oklahoma. I 

lOSti.11.water News-Press, February 26, 1971, p. 3. 



recognize that there are many potential pitfalls before the 
citizens decide that they want to invest in·this kind of pro
gram. I believe strongly, however, that the potential for 
the program warrants the employment of a consultant to develop 
its full potential and to form an ideal foundation for it. 
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Selection of a firm was completed and approval for hiring was made 

at the May 3, 1971,meeting of the Stillwater City Commissioners. Th~ 

firm selected was Erling Helland Associates of Tulsa, Oklahoma. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The purposes of this study were to record the events between May, 

1970 9 and May, 1971, which led to the development of a Greenbelt Concept 

for Stillwater, Oklahoma, and to show how a group of concerned citizens 

can affect city planning. 

Major portions of this study included: 1) a review of the history 

of greenbelts and garden cities dating back to the early 1900 1 s in 

England and thei.r influence on the development of garden cities and 

greenbelts in the United States; 2) the selection of eight nodal areas 

along Boomer and Stillwater Creeks where planned activity centers could 

be developed; 3) the selection and development of a site analysis for 

three of the nodal areas; and 4) the presentation of the Greenbelt Con

cept to the City Commissioners culminating successfully in its accept

ance by them. 

Conclusions made from this study include: 

1. Stillwater has a creek area running through the city 

which can provide the basis for linkage of open spaces 

and outdoor-based recreation. 

2. A greenbelt is feasible and can provide much needed 

flood control and at the same time allow for recrea

tion and preservation of the area's natural beauty. 

3. A large percentage of the land along the creek banks 
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is unsuitable for construction and development• 

purposes but is ideal for green spaces. 

4. Implementation of the currently-planned U.S. 

Corps of Engineers flood control project would 

severely damage the natural vegetation and tree 

cover along the creeks. 

5. Eight logical nodal areas have been located to 

provide activity centers along Boomer and Still

water Creeks. Selection of the nodal areas was 

based-on studies made of population densities, 

existing parks and open spaces, and nature of 

the areas (what is presently there and what is 

known of future plans). 

6. The Couch Park area, which played a significant 

role in the early settlement of Oklahoma and 

Stillwater, should be preserved for its his

torical value. 

7. The slide presentation developed to publicize 

the greenbelt has been very effective in infonning 

the public of a greenbelt program. 

8. Constructive citizens' groups can do much to in

fluence city planning and.thereby make a positive 

contribution to the city; Stillwater, as a uni

versity town, has excellent resources to aid such 

citizen groups. 
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Based on the present study and the above conclusions the following 

reconnnendations are made~ 



1. An effective publicity c.ampaign should be maintained 

to keep the,public informed of greenbelt developments 

and thereby maintain citizen enthusiasm for the pro

ject. 

2. The city should continue its liasion work with the 

U. S. Corps of Engineers to insure that the recrea

tional-envirorunental aspects of flood control are 

considered. 

3. Funding sources should be ac.tively sought to carry 

out implementation of the Greenbelt Concept. 

4. The first funds obtained should be expended in an 

area having a high probability of successful out

come, thus generating permanent support of the 

citizens of Stillwater for future greenbelt develop

ments. 

5. Stillwater city planning staff should be urged to 

withhold action on any suggested zoning changes 

affecting the greenbelt areas until the presently

retained consulting firm concludes its feasibility 

study of the Greenbelt Concept. 

6. The most satisfactory greenbelt for Stillwater 

will result if developments include inputs from 

the preliminary work done to date, the pro

fessional consultants, city planners, and an 

informed and interested citizenry. 
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GREENBELT SITE ANALYSIS 
Nodal Areas #3 (Recreation Park Vicinity) 

and #4 (area between 6th and 12th and Perkins Road & Main) 

Natural influences: 

exposure (north or south winds) 
topography (in addition to maps) 
drainage patterns (ditches, draws, etc.) 
vegetation (trees of value) 
soils (note exceptionally poor or rich) 

53 

flood plain limits (observation or interview with residents~dates) 

Manmade influences~ 

circulation patterns (vehicular and potential pedistrian) 
space qualities (amount of enclosure or lack of same) 
surrounding land use 
utilities (as they might effect use~ ie. overhead wires) 
links to connnunity or other facilities (visual or corridor access) 
off-site nuisances and assets (present and future) 

Site featuresi 

good and poor views 
possible structure locations (obvious settings) 
possible location of activities 
approach patterns - ingress and egress 
parking facilities 
potential access to creek 
potential land that might be acquired 
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1. NUlllber of people living at this residence. 
~~~~~~~ ..... ~--

2. Age, sex, and grade in school in order, starting with youngest. 

NAME AGE SEX 1. __________ ~ 
2. __________ _ 

3. 4.-----~-------s. __________ _ 
6. ___________ _ 
7. ____________ _ 
8. ___________ _ 
9 .• __________ _ 

10. __________ _ 
11. ___________ _ 

12. ------------
3. Activities each person is interested in: 

1. Table Games 
(checkers, cards) 

1. ______ _ 
2. ________ _ 
3. _______ _ 
4. _______ _ 
s. _______ _ 
6. ________ _ 
7. _______ _ 
8. ________ _ 
9. ________ _ 

10. ________ _ 
11. __________ _ 

12 ·---------

2. Active Table Games 
(ping pong, pool) 

1. 2.--------
3. 4.--------s. _________ _ 
6. 7.--------8. ________ _ 
9. 

10.------------
11. __________ _ 
12. _________ _ 

S. Organizations 

GRADE 

3. Lawn Games 
(horseshoes) 

1. ______ _ 

2. 3.-------
4. ______ _ 
s. ______ _ 
6. 7.-------
8. 9.-------

10. 11.-------
12. --,.-------

4. Individual Sports 
(archery• golf) (Girl Schouts, Boy Scouts) 

1. ______ _ 

2. 
3 .---------
4 • _______ _ 
s. _______ _ 
6. 7.--------8. ________ _ 
9. 
10.--------
11. _______ _ 
12. --------

6. Arts and Crafts 
(painting, sewing) 

1. _______ _ 
2. ______ _ 
3. ________ _ 
4. _______ _ 
s. _______ _ 
6. _________ _ 
7. ________ _ 
8. _________ _ 
9. ____ ....,... ___ _ 

10. ________ _ 
11. ______ _ 
12. ________ _ 

1. 2.--------
3. 4.--------
s. 6.~-------
7. _______ _ 
8, 9.--------

10. 
11.--------
12. --------

7. Team Sports 8. Dancing . 
(volleybnll,bnsketball) (folk, ~quare) 

1. 1. 2.-------- 2-.------
3. 3. 4.-------- 4.------
s. ______ .,._._ 
6. 

s. 6.------7.-----------
8. 9.---------

7. _____ _ 

8. 9.--------
10. ________ _ 
11. ______ _ 
12. ________ _ 

10. _____ _ 
11, 12.------
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PAGE 2 

9. Water Sports 
(swifflliling. canoeing) 

1. ________ _ 
2. _____________ _ 

3---------~ 4---------s. ________________ _ 

6----------7. ____________ _ 

8----------9. 
10.---------
11. ____________ _ 
12. ______ _ 

10. Study Hall 

1. ______ __ 
2. 3.-------
4. s.-------
6._. ______ _ 
7. ______ __ 
8. 9.---------10. ________ __ 

11. 12.--------
4. How interested would you be in your child taking part in these 

supervised activities in the afternoon after school? 

------.a. Very interested 
b. Interested _______ ___; __ c. Indifferent 

______ d. Not interested 

S. How interested would you be in your children taking part in 
supervised activities at right? 

a. Very interested 
-------- Interested 
______ c. Indifferent 
______ d.. No interest 

6. When during the day could the adults participate in these activities? 

rtORNING. AFTERNOON I.;ATE AF'IIERNOON' EARLY EVENING LATE·EVENING 
.,. ' .•. ·tl·.3 PM). (3·5 PM). ' (6·l;PU)' .:·· :· (8•10 PH) 

WIFE 

HUSBAND 

OTHER 
ADULT 
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At this time of great concern for the quality of life and 

of our environment, ·it is most appropriate that steps be taken 

to preserve ard to improve the natural bero1ty and resource& of 
\ 

our conununity. I am erateful to those who are taking the lead 

in this most worthwhile project. 

· Sincerely, 

··"' ·,·· °'._,... ) . . -f' // .. ' . } ~ ··\.-· v·· ~ i.,.,,~ 
. ., -···--, I .;,,. I 

Robert B. Kamm, President 
Oklahoma St ate Uni vers :l:t y 
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STILLWATER BOARD OF REALTORS 
BOX 6W, 

STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 

November 10, 1970 

On behalf of The Stillwater Board of Realtors I wish to express sincere 
approval and thanks to the Greenbelt Corr..~ittee for their excellent work 
in establishing a proposed Greenbelt within the City of Stillwater. 

Without a doubt, a satisfactory Greenbelt within our City will help to 
create an atmosphere not previously available to the citizens of this 
ever-increasing community. As our population increases, the need for 
a Green Arca will also increase; therefore, in our opinion, if we hope 
to have a Greenbelt within Stillwater the time to do it is NOW. 

Tho Arts and Humanities Council of Stillwater has accepted a very large 
responsibility and, in all probability, will require assistance from 
many people in order to accomplish their Greenbelt coal. We, of the 
Stillwater Board of Realtors, hereby pledge our support and assistance 
to tho Greenbelt Committee, and will suggest to each and every person 
or group within Stillwater to make ever-y effort to help this outstanding 
group complete their goal. 

Sincerely, / 

,/1. · 11t°"'f t (~'z.,..~ 

Max Koerner, President 
Stillwater Board of Realtors 

~ l'.,'j·· 
\ . ......... 

0.111,;,../, ..... , (i}opiro/ ,./ ,/., c,J .... ,, ...... , 
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.:;::~· ·· .. ,· .. ~,,~ . .,a .... , .. ) ... ,·.t,. 
,.. L.. ' 

,.c;;.....::,, . 
V, M, THOMPSON. JR. 

PIIUIDI.NT AND CHl&P &aiccu,,vir. O•PIC&.R 

November 11. 1970 

We, ~he people of Stillwater, have been negligent in 
keeping pace with the growth. of our city and university, 
Fortunately, in recent years plans to expand and improve 
our utilities; streets, sewers, and housing have been 
formulated and as I understand are in various stages of, 
implementation, 

These plans, when complete, will materially improve 
the living conditions, traffic flow, and our economic well 
being. It is gratifying to know that plans have been 
made and are off the ground to do something about complimenting 
our city's physical assets. 

I beartily endorse our Greenbelt Project as first 
impressions of an individual home or community are usually 
the most lasting, 

\ 

V. M, Thompson, Jr, 
• President and Chief 

Executive Officer 

TH E F IR ST NATIONAL 
P.O. IIOX ONC 

B A N K A N D TRUST COMPANY 
40s·-- 372.:u:u1 Otlt ANO MAIN &TILLWAYER. OKLAHOMA 74074 
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November 5, 1970 

G[(HIQ[ M. •UtitY, CNUIM,l .. Of •O, .. tl 

ltoaUIT L. McCONl,UC~. ,l#f. , .. uc, .. 1' 

PAUL C. Wiii:. C .,C, VICI '"" • (111,.IC• 
Gll.ll[NT M CfUIWI.LL. VCI ,•lslC.ilHf 
AUTNW' W, Ul.L, 11ic:1 UUIW:"lf 

JAMr.e A LOYrLL. . ... , VICI Huc,1 .. , 
OWlN l'AIIMAM. Hlf. C.t.il>III" 

ltACHl:L O"-•Mt,Ott . .t.Hf, C,r,....C11 
MAIIOAIICT HOI.L.A,NO, AHf, cas,..• 

I think that Stillwater is at a place in its growth and 
development where ii: has the opportunity to make the 
community an even more warm and gracious place to live, 
The idea of developing the creeks in the Stillwater area 
into a Greenbelt Park Land is a step in the direction of 
increasing the quality of the lives of everyone in the 
Stillwater area, I think the project is a wonderful. idea, 
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M C N . ' 9 

!<ISO 5lOPeS Al • 

\ 
\ 

\,. ... 
"~ ..... 

W I: A H 

November 6, '19?0 

Tho G1'.no11bel t plan soM1s to mo to be an inno\'a tivo and 
im!l(iinativti civic projc,ct wh:\.ch can, for a modoDt 'cost, 
ir,iko ~ vary worthwhil;; contribution to our coromunluy • 
and to tho pleasures or livinr- in Stillwater. 

l· 
I, 

/". /. 
'\. /" . 

I... • /-/,_ 

/ 
. •• ·) =~· ;· ···~_)_~: •... ~ 

·. :,; •. ./ .. 
Sam· W, ?.n tos, Chail'man, 
Co~m:u.nl ty Dovolopmont Co,im.i. tteo, ·. 

·Cho.mbor. of' CoMorco,.: 

('.!~'1/,HC.".\,\ ~l,\-i1: l.JNIVrfl!,ITV, 2,n S. t:.N'.Jl1L0CJ{ 
i'' .• ::CI' < !i't', :.!,:.: ;·id r.i11,\r~·.::, • 
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~"""~12~ 
"YOUNG MEN OF ACTION" * STILLWATER, OKLA'HOMA 74074 

November 24, 1970 

On behalf of the S'ti_l lwater Jaycees, I wish to express our approval 
and thanks to your Greenbelt committee for the excellent work 
you are doing in establishing a recreation area in the City of 
Stillwater. 

There is no doubt that a Gree"belt in our city would provide the 
type of recreation area needed. With OlJr increase in population 

· this need of green are a w i 11 define fly increase • Your so I u ti on 
to the problem would seem to' be appropriate and well t.imed; if we 
are to est ab I i sh a G r e e n be I t i n th rs c i t y , i t mu st b e don e now . 

The arts and humanities.council has token on a very awesome respon
sibility, and will surely.need assistance to accomplish its goal. 
We, of the Stillwater.Jaycees, take this opportunity to pledge our 
support to the Greenbelt Committee. 

Sincerly, . . 

~~ 
Mike Miller 
Director-Community Relations 
Stillwater Jaycees 
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Green Belt Pro.-)ect Conmittoe 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 

Stillwater, Oklahoma 
November 15 1 19'10 

;£he Stillwater 1.i:orran I s Club supports the concept 
of the Green Bolt Project as a much needed beautification 
and rccroationul project for our city. 

Our club has been actj_ve in many efforts to m1ke · 
Stillwater a better place fo"t' the future, and we ,·.rould 
like to extend our thanks to Hrs. Gayle Robinson .for 
a well prep.c.1.red talk on the Green· .uelt Project. It 
has created much interest among our members. 

Sincerely, 

~- .. /7, .. ,..,\~/.i~~ 
Virginia Stead, 

Corresponding Sccrotal'.".f 
Stillwater Wonan 1 s Club 
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""!'• Uui1.l • .•••• for sun ••• ..," 

Kl \\7 ANIS CLUB OF STILLWATER, INC. STILLWATER, Ol,LJ\i1m,1 

November 27, 1970 

Mrs. Robert Robinson 
2015 North Husband 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 

Dear Mrs. Robinson: 

As chairman of the "Green Belt Project" you maybe aware 
that Kiwanis International puts a major emphasis on our envi
ronment and polution control , 
I 

We find that the "Green Bei't Project" sponsored by your 
group, adequately reflects our thinking in this area and we are 

1happy to recommend your project to whomever may be concemed. 

Sincerel(>your~ . ( 

/,/f>4-G,/l/it.,_,.7 __ 
K y~ ;:,chott 
Prifsident · 

.. ! 

Ktwanis of Stillwater, Inc. 
L· 

sb 

--· 



· N.ovember 30, 1970 

To Whom It May Concern: 

On Thursday November 19, 1970, Mr. Steve Ownby appeared before the 

" 
Stillwater Noon Lions and presented a program on the Green Belt Project. The 

' . i . 
club members present rere most impressed with the project and the objectives of 

the Green Belt committee. We hope that·every effort will be made by officials 

involved to see that Project Green Belt is put into operation in the near future. 

The Stillwater Noon Lions Club lends their whole hearted support to this effort. 

R. A. Hesser, President 
Stillwater Noon Lions 
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BAKER ANIMAL CLINIC 
aoo:a DOOMtR ROAD • 

8TIL.t.WATER, OKI.AHOMA 

November 7, 1970 

Mrs. Gayle Robinson, Chairman 
Greenbelt Committee 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 

Dear Mrs. Robinson, 

I want to thank you and Mr. Ownby for presenting the 
Greenbelt program to the Lions.Club last month, Your commit
tee is to be congratulated for doing something that we~all 
should do - beautify our city. 

We as civic minded Lions want to encourage your project 
and hope that you are successful in accomplishing your goals· 
In regard to your request I am asking Paul Burch of our Com
mupity Betterment Committee· to attend your meetings so that 
we may be better informed of the progress made and the help 

· needed. 

Sincerely, 

Clh11··~' 
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James E Baker, D.V M. 
. President·Stillwater Evening Lions Club I 
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S!ILLWATER GREENBELT PROGRAM 
WILDLIFE llESOURCES SURVEY 

l. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Total apeciea preaent 

B. Ralativa abundance by apeciu - auaonal utimatea 

C~ Pruance of rare, endangered and/or exotic apeciea 

D. lapandins threat& to axiatence of population• and/or habitat 

E. Specie• diatribution 

11. WILDLIFE HABITAT (VEGETATION) 

A. Acreage by major cover type - Inventory 

1. arua 
2. ahruba 

4. open water 
5, etream 

7, awamp 
a. cultivated 

3. tr••• 6, marah 9, r .. idential-co ... rcial 

B, lnvantory of major cover type apeciea - plant and animal 

C, Condition of covar type& 

1, type quality evaluation& - relative productivity 
2, trend• in condition by type 
3, predicted auccaaaional trenda 

D, Pood, Caver and Water 

1, abundance and quality 
2, diatribution 
3, degree of interaperaion. 

E. M&Daaament needa and implication 

111, WlLDLIPE POPULATIONS 

A, Inventory by apeci••, relative abundance and location 

B, Habitat requirement• - by major apeci•• 

1, food - preferred, maintenance, survival 
2, cover - neating, reating, .. cape, feeding 
3, watar - quality, abundance, d.iatribution 

C, Movementa and migration& 

1, travel lanH 
2, flight corridor• 
3, chronology 

D, Manaaamant needa and implication& 

IV, ANALYSIS& WILDLIFE AS A RESOURCE COMPONENT IN THE GREENBELT SYSTEM 

11/11/70 .JSB 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDA1i10N 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 

OFFICE OF THE 
DIRECTOR 

Hr. Stephen w. Box 
Departnent of Zoology 
Okl8homa State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 

20550 MAR 

llONORA.BLE HEUTlON CI'U.TION 

Dear Hr. Boxt 

11971 

TbG project outlined in your propo•al 1/Y50-4402 to the Student-Originated 
Studios Program: has boen found by the Nation.al Sciences foundation and ita 
reviewer& to hold aubatantial scie.ntific and educational merit. In a com
pot1t1on among 561 such projecta, your aubmieaion ie judged to rank in the 
upper half~an nchievement upon which we extend eincere congratulations. 

We ~egret that. the funds allocated to the Student-Originated Studie• 
Program do not permit us to support all of the really prombing project• 
that \\'$re oubmitted, but wa do want you and your eolleagues to receive 
aome word of. commendation. You are free to U$8 tbia Honorablo Mention 
Citation as evidence of the National Science P'ouude.tion'o opinion of the 
merit of your project if you decide to seek funding for it from your etate 
or local government•, your inatitution or local community gi-oupe. By it 
the NationAl Science Foundation certifies to any interested bodies that 
your propos~d project bas undergone a thoroughgoing and rigorous evalua
tion, and has been found to be uell worth the support requested for its 
implementation. 

Copy tot 

Honorable David Hall 
Governor 

Dr. Robert B. IC.a'!lml 
·President 

Dr. Johns. Barclay 
Departwent of Zoology 

Sincerely your•, 

W. D. HcElroy 
Director 
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Greenbelt Competition 
Site Analysis and Development for a Nature Center 

A nature center has been suggested as a likely use for Greenbelt Node #1, 
at the north end of Boomer Lake. This area is still fairly undeveloped 
and natural, and contains a variety of environments; marshy, lake, and 
field. The objective of this competition is to show site analysis and 
development studies, with the nature center use in mind. Actual building 
design, in terms of plans and sections, should be considered, but major 
attention will be paid to site sketches and exterior perspectives of the 
area. 

Bear in mind that the term "nature center" does not refer to a building 
per se (although a building is always part of a nature center), but an 
area of undeveloped land, containing a representative sample of the 
natural landscape of a community. Although the land is undeveloped it 
generally contains various trails through which people can walk and 
observe the indigeneous flora and fauna. 

The objectives and purposes of a nature center may be listed under two 
general headings. First is educational/scientific: to increase one's 
knowledge and understanding of the natural world and man's place in: it; 
to develop an awareness of and appreciation for nature; to provide a 
natural area for the study of flora and fauna. The second major objec~ 
tive is cultural/recreational: to provide areas for painting and photo
graphing the natural habitat; to promote more active instead of passive 
outdoor recreation. 

The center building would be chiefly an information center for visitors 
to the nature center grounds. It would contain study exhibits, brod 
chures, and pamphlets of natural flora and fauna, especially those that 
may be seen around the Boomer Lake area. A meeting room, work room (for 
displays), and rest rooms are necessary. Perhaps the bicycle concession 
for the north end of the Greenbelt would also be located here. An area 
of 2000 ft. (exclusive of a bicycle concession) would be sufficient. 
Again, although a building plan should be considered, site development 
of the nature center as a whole is more important. Preservation of the 
present property should be a prime consideration (vegetation, topography 
etc.); access roads, building location, and trails should be planned with 
this in mind. 

Presentation is to be on 20 x. 30 illustration boards; media and use of 
color is left up to your individual discretion. This will be a weekend 
problem, with actual work to begin Friday evening, November 13, and to 
end Sunday evening, November 15. Judging will be by a jury (to be 
announced). There will be a $50.00 prize for the winner. This prize 
is made possible by a generous donation from the Swan Rubber Company. 
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Figure El. First Place Winner in Greenbelt Competition 
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Figure E2. Second Place Winner in Greenbelt Competition 
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